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Abstract— Path planning issues are often solved via con-
strained optimization methods but with constraints which must
be satisfied over a whole interval of time or space. The use
of fast numerical toolboxes implementing state-of-the-art con-
strained needs to discretize the continous constraints over a time
grid. Thus, the obtained solution, in this way, will satisfy the
constraints only for time values corresponding to the time grid.
Obviously, some constraints could be violated with catastrophic
consequences when dealing with, for instance, the balance of
humanoid robots. In this paper we introduce a guaranteed
discretization method which uses interval analysis to ensure that
the constraints are satisfied over the whole time interval. We
analyze numerically this method by performing a trajectory
generation under constraints dedicated to the motion of the
HOAP-3 humanoid robot.

INTRODUCTION

Path planning is an important topic in the humanoid robotics
research field. Robot motion generation is usually achieved
by solving a path planning problem which boils down to a
constrained optimization one. This problem is solved by [1]
for the planning of digital actors’ locomotion ; by [2] for the
optimization of motions such as a kick motion on HRP-2 robot
or by [3] for the planning of a manipulator robot’s trajectory.

The validity of the constraints during the whole motion is of
prime importance. However, the optimization algorithms used
need only the assessment of the constraints over a time or
space grid. The continuous constraints must then be discretized
to be taken into account in the optimization process. [2]
and [4] use such a time-grid discretization, so they consider
only discrete values of the continuous constraints. Therefore,
these constraints are satisfied over the time-grid but can be
violated elsewhere. This is the reason why we introduce a time-
intervals dicretization method which guarantees the validity of
the constraints for the whole motion.

This paper is structured as follows. First, we recall the path
planning problem under constraints for generating optimal
motions. Then, we present two simplified dynamic models
considered to assess the proposed method : a double pendulum
and the legs of the HOAP-3 humanoid robot expressed in the
sagital plane. The next section will address the time discretiza-
tion issue : we remind the classical discretization method
usually used in robotics and then introduce our developments.
In the last part, we compare the two discretization methods
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for the generation of a double pendulum motion. Finally, we
apply the time-intervals method to the generation of a one-step
motion with the HOAP-3 humanoid robot.

CONCLUSION

In this paper we have presented a new method that ensures
the validity of continous constraints for trajectories optimiza-
tion. We have shown that the commonly used time-point dis-
cretization method is fast but do not ensure the validity of the
constraints. Therefore the constrained optimization algorithm
will accept some solutions which violate the contraints.

However, the time-interval method proprosed ensures con-
straints validity over the whole motion. We have compared
the two methods for the contrained optimization of a double
pendulum motion, and applied the time interval discretization
to motion optimization of the humanoid robot HOAP-3.

We have planned to implement our method to address the
contrained optimization of a whole step motion and to merge
the two methods to decrease computation time.
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